This tool was designed to enhance network security. The computer is simply software-based, so it won’t leave any traces. Weighing just over 13MB, Better Network was created to save your time. Features: Manages internet profiles Trim as many invalid credentials as needed Remove old profiles in one go Remove stored internet passwords WiFi connections clean up
System cleaners Provides an informative report Repairs the whole registry for optimal performance All-in-one cleaning utility Better Network Description: This tool was designed to enhance network security. The computer is simply software-based, so it won’t leave any traces. Weighing just over 13MB, Better Network was created to save your time. Features: Manages
internet profiles Trim as many invalid credentials as needed Remove old profiles in one go Remove stored internet passwords WiFi connections clean up System cleaners Provides an informative report Repairs the whole registry for optimal performance All-in-one cleaning utility Cleaning Internet: This software was designed to enhance network security. The computer is
simply software-based, so it won’t leave any traces. Weighing just over 13MB, Cleaning Internet was created to save your time. Features: Manages internet profiles Trim as many invalid credentials as needed Remove old profiles in one go Remove stored internet passwords WiFi connections clean up System cleaners Provides an informative report Repairs the whole
registry for optimal performance All-in-one cleaning utility Clean Master for Windows 10/8.1/8/7/Vista Clean Master for Windows 10/8.1/8/7/Vista Cleaning Internet: This software was designed to enhance network security. The computer is simply software-based, so it won’t leave any traces. Weighing just over 13MB, Cleaning Internet was created to save your time.
Features: Manages internet profiles Trim as many invalid credentials as needed Remove old profiles in one go Remove stored internet passwords WiFi connections clean up System cleaners Provides an informative report Repairs the whole registry for optimal performance All-in-one cleaning utility Software Review: Cleaning Internet: Clean Master for Windows
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Howler is a simple and easy to use application developed for digital painting and animation, offering numerous customizable options and interesting drawing tools. Its main focus is trying to generate natural-looking imagery so as to minimize the digital feel of computer-assisted drawings. The multiple "Drawing Modes", such as "Additive", "Substractive", "Panto",
"Smear", create interesting color overlays and can be used alongside the painting tools, allowing you to create original combinations. The several textures provided by Howler can easily mimic the appearance of paper so as to replicate the real-life visual effect it can have on a drawing. The "Layer mixing" tool allows for a softer gradient appearance, while the "Gradient"
itself can be customized by users, from the colors of any image they choose. Howler offers three types of brushes: "Internal", "Custom" and "Anti-Aliased Pen", each one generating different effects. The "Internal" brush can create quite striking effects, but it is generally limited in size to 35x35 pixels. Of course, it can also be anti-alised so as to look smoother when
scaled. The "AA Pen" has a round shape and produces smooth lines that try to mimic ball point pens or drippy pens. "Custom" brushes are created by users from any image they want, and it can be used in matte or color mode. An important feature of the application is the ability to create animations, which can be drawn using Howler or by compiling scanned images. In
order to create the video, users must first choose its length in seconds, and the program will automatically calculate the number of required frames. For the purpose of generating quality videos, Howler provides users with a set of editing tools, such as the "Stroke player" that allows users to playback brush strokes; with the "Keyframer", users can determine the path of a
brush and even include motion blur; the "Timeline" tool enables users to apply effect filters to the video. Howler proves to be a very efficient application with many intuitive features that allow users to easily create original drawings, illustrations as well as animations, so even the more traditional artists can find it appealing. Features: - Multiple drawing modes: Additive,
Substractive, Panto, Smear, - 8 Photoshop brushes (Internal, Custom, AA pen, smudged, tile, gradient, smear, light pencil) - Several patterns: Tiled http://www.chiduilema.com/message/message.php?lang=en
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